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? ” < ,: ’ -;:’ /“‘kh& &pex kntains res&S about hamiltonian circuits and paths in 
groups, Some related new problems in Number Theory are formulated 
’ 6 j!mMSms &+open. 
, \ 
Cayley graphs of finite 
and studied. Many basic 
-ket G be a finite group of order n. A sequence 
h Q2, l l ’ ¶ a,) (1) 
, of (not necessarily’ distinct) elements of G is called a path in G if the partial 
products 
are distinct elements of G. A sequence (1) is called a complete path 3 k = n - 1, in 
which case “G ={1, al, ala,, . . . , ata2 l l l a,_.,}, If all elements in the sequence (1) 
b@oqj -to a @ed subset A of G, then we have the notion of an A-path and a 
co~~kte A-path in G. We say that G is sequential if for every subset A of G 
gen@tiQg G there is a complete A-path. 
1 ‘A sequence j ’ ’ 
h, a2. ’ l l 9 f&+1) (2) 
of (not ‘necessarily distinct) elements of G is called a circuit in G if the sequence 
($9 a29 l ’ l 9 ak) is a path in G and uza2. l l akak+l = I. A se:quence (2) is called 3 
complete circuit if (a,) a,, . . . , a,) is a complete path, in which case k = n -. 1 and 
G =={a,, ala,, . . . , ala2 l 9 l Q,,+ a,az 9 l l u,,_~Q,, =1). If all elements of the se- 
quence (2) belong +O a fixed subset A of G, then we have the notion of an 
A-circuit and a co, $ete A-circuit in G. We say that G is circukxr if for every 
subset A of G generating G there is a complete .4-circuit. 
If @ subset +4 of G generates G but no proper subset of A generates G, then A 
is said to be a minimal set of generators of G. In investigating sequential and il 
circular groups we clearly need only discuss minimal sets of generators. 
or future reference we observe the following. 
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In FL], Nijenhuis and Wilf considered the foliowing problem, Let r be a set of 
generators for a fmite group G or‘ order n. Does there exist a sequence 
is19 g,, l l * 7 g, j of elements of E, repetitions allowed, with distinct partial products 
g,9 %k&?Y . . - 7 tM2 l . . g,? They gave Wi, exmqde of a group for which the answer 
was %o~‘, 
Nathanson 13) showed that if G -is of order IZ, then there are exactly n! 
sequences (g,, g2,. . . y gJ of &mm& of G, repetitions allowed, with distinct 
partial products. He also deterr.ni.ned when there exists a sequence (gl, g2, . . . , g,,) 
such that for every permutation u E Sn, the sequence (g,ll,, G(?,, . I . , L,,,) has 
cktin~t partial products. 
In terms of our terminology, we note that if a sequence (gl, l . . , g,J, as above, 
has distinct partial producti, ?:hen (fh, . . . , G) is a complete r-path in G. If 
( Q1, a,, l - l 7 a& is a complete: A-pa&h in G, then for any h E G the sequence 
b, dzl, a2, . . . , a,_, ) has dktinct partial products. 
We consider similar questions coneernmg complete paths and circuits. In 
Sectron 2 we collect a nu&kr* of examples, In Section 3 we give a sufficient 
criterion for a finite group :to be. circirlar, and in SestiDn 4 we. characterize cyclic 
eir~ular groups. In Section 5 we give a number-theoretic riterion for the direct 
sum of two cyclic groups tt3 poti;ess a ‘standard’ complc:te circuit. 1~ Section 6 we 
give an infinite class of non-abe‘lian circular groups. The above mentioned results 
show that all groups of order c 15 are sequential and all but six of them are 
circuiar. Finally in Section 7 we examine the number-theoretical condition 
introduced in Section 5. 
There is a simple pictorial rep.resenti . ion for A-paths and A -eke&s in a given 
its Cayley diagr am (e.g., see [’ 
~~~~~~ cyclic ~~~~~~ of order :‘;‘$, 
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2 
(I) C& C6 = (A). If A = A, consists of two elements e, +O, e> and e2 = (f, 0). 
t!vn ie,, e2, e,, e2, e,, e2, e,, e,, e,, e,, e,, e,) is a complete A,-circuit (Fig. 1). If 
A = A, consists of two elements e, = (0, e) and ebb= (f, e), then k,, e,, e,, e,, e,. 
e2, e,, e,, e,, el, e,, e2) is a complete AZ-circuit (Fig. 2). If A = A, consists of two 
elements e, =(O, e) and e, = (f, 2e), then .(e,e,, e,, e,, el, e2, e,, e,, e,, e,, eJ is a 
complete &-path (Fig. 3). This particular A,-path cannot be extended to a 
complete A,-circuit, and in fact no complete A,-circuit exists; thus C&B C, ns not 
circular. Every minimal generating set of C,@ C6 consisting of two elements il; (up 
to automorphisms) one of the sets Al, A2, or A,. If A = A 1 consists of three 
elements el = (f; 0), e2 = (0,3ej, and e3 = (0,2e), then (e,, c2, el, e3, e3, ezl e3, e,, 
e,, e,, e3, eJ is a complete A,-circuit (Fig. 4). Every minimal generating set 
of C2@C6 consisting of three elements is (up to automorphisms) equal to A,. 
Since minimal generating sets of Cz$C6 have at most 3 elements, C,$ C, is a 
sequential group {but not circular). 
Fig. 3 Fig. 4 
(2) C,@ C8 = A. If A = Al consists of two elements e1 = (e, 0) and e2 = (0. f), 
then a complet 2 A ,-circuit is given by the concatenation of 8 copies af the. 
sequence (e,, ez) (Fig. 5). If A = A2 consists of two elements e 1 = (e, 2f) and 
ea = (0, f), then a complete A,-circuit is given by the concatenation of 8 copie!; of 
the sequence (e,, e,) (Fig. 6). If A = A, consists of two elements e, = (e, f, and 
e, = (0, j’), then a complete A,-circuit is given by the concatenation of 2 copie; of . 
e, ---- 
e2- 
quence (e,, e2, e,, e,) (Fig. 8). Since every 




Prod. Let A generate such a gxwp G Choose Q E A, mJ kt Au = A - (a}. If 
f A I= I, Bf be keorem clearly holds. If IA 1~ 1, by induction 1% e assume it holds for 
.!Y = W(a) (not2 that the quotient of a I-l’amikkrin group ibl again Wamiltcdan‘). 
Th u: if & is the image of A, in t;’ wdcr the quotknt map G -+ H, let 
Ch,, i “‘, . . , hL. \ be a complete &-path in H Let : ;. u,, , . , , 0, be repwcntativeS 
of b,, b2, . . . , bk in A,,. If 
a a 
l * 9 ak, a, . 
a &Gplkie A -path. 
. . , 4, 
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Ial = CY +I, the sequence (a,. . . ,a, a,, a,. . _ 7 G a2, 
where the subsequences (a, . . . , a) are of length cy, is 
Not ey:iy finite @OUP is sequential. Nijenhuis and Wilf showed that if S5 is the 
symmetric group on 5 letters and if A consists of a 5-cycle and a 2-cycle, then 
there does not exist a sequence (g,, . . . , g,,,) with distinct partial products, and 
hence (by our remarks in Section 1) S, does not have a complete A -path. Since S5 
is not solvable, they conjectured (in our terminology) that all solvable groups are 
sequential. J. Milnor (unpublished) constructed the following counterexample. Let 
G = (a, b 1 a2 = b3 = (ab)” = (abab’)” = 1) and A = (42, 6). Then G is solvable and 
for all sufficiently large n there does not exist a complete A -path (see Example 3). 
Using Theorem 3.1 and calculations as in Section 2, we have the folkowing. 
I’hewem 3.2. Euery finite group of order s 15 is sequenkzl. 
We conjecture that all p-groups are sequential, but not all nilpo.tent groups. 
4. CircuIar abelian groups 
Let C,, denote the (additive) cyclic group of order r, with generator e. 
The~ry~m 4.1. C, is &cr.&r if and only if r = p” for some prime p and integer n. 
7 
Proof. Suppose r = p”. If C, = (A), A contains an element ke, where gcd (k. r) = 
1. Then (ke, ke, . . . , ke) (p” repetitions) is an A-circui,. Now suppose r = nm 
where gcd (n, m) = 1, and tz. m 22. Let A ={ne, me}; then C, = (A:) and there is 
no A -circuit (see Proposition 5.6). 
Theorem 4.2. kc, = Cp 83 l l 43 Cp (k summunds) is circular for all primes g. 
Prook Let E -{eL, . . . , e,}, where ei is the generator of the ith surnmand. Lc:t A 
be an arbitrary, minimal set generating the group kc,. Then A is a base of kc, 
viewed as a linear space over the p-element field. This means that there exists a 
linear, rnd therefore a group automorphism of kc, which maps A onto E. Thus, 
up to an automorphism, E is the unique minimal generating set ~6 kCP. 
NOW kt Ui = e,, where t = 1 -to@, i (i.e. i = O(p’--‘) and iSO( for i = 
1 P< ‘1***, - 1; le! QPk = ek. Then I+, . . . , a,k) is L comple’te E-circuit. Thu\ kc-[, k 
circular. 
It can be checked (see our tzxamplcs) that every abelian group of :xdcr s 15 i\ 
circula; if and oilly if it is a n-group. 1: seems likely this k true t’~rr l-i&c ;ib~Iia~ 
groups of arbitrary order. 
E%ama)ll~~ (6,15) =t (2 s $3 * 5) ad (48,112) = (24 l 3, 2d b 7) are circuit-pairs. 
@SO, 4368) = (2” l 5 l 11, 24 l 3 l 7 9 13) is not a circuit-pair. 
In general, it’ gsd (ri, ri) = 2 then (tIr rz) is a circuit-pair. 
Prmf. If (r,, I-,) is a c&u&pair, ler nl and 11~ be natura numbers such that 
w+n2 = lrcd ib *,) and gcd (n,, II) = 1. Consider the sequence (Q~, a,, l - w , a,,J 
v&kh is the concatenation of r,r,/(nI + n,) copie$ of the sequence (e,, . . . , e,, 
e2 1 l l l 9 e2) where el WCUTS nl times and e, occurs n2 times. “We claim that 
CQ,, . . , , %,J is a complete E-circuit. Suppose 
k.! ka 
Ii 
23. ai = a(n,e, + n2e2) -I- p1 e, + p2e2 -,’ 0. 
i =kl+l 
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and t2 1 a, implying (r, rJn, + n,) 1 a. Since ar < (Q r,/n, + n,), Q! = 0. This gives a 
contradiction. 
Dan 5.3. An integer n 2 2 is said to be prime-partitionable ii there is a 
partition {Y,, k2) of the set P of all primes less than n such that, for all natural 
numbers n, and n2 satisfying nl + n2 = n, we have (gd (nl, pl), g=l (n2, p2)) f (?,I! 
for some (p,, P~)E PI Y P2. (In particular n = 2 is not prime-partitionable.) 
The: Qilst prime-partitionable number is 16; take P, = {2,5,11} and P2 = 
{3,7,13}. For further remarks on IJrime-partitionable numbers, s. :t: Section 7. 
We hatIe the following characterization of prime-partitionable nr! mbers in terms 
of circuit pairs (The original definition of prime-partitionablc numbers was 
formulated in such terms, but their property-written above as a flefinition-was 
used to verify whether or not a particular number was prim+part;tionable. 
Nathanson pointed out that the pi-operty in terms of partitions isI preferable as a 
definition.) 
Theorem 5.4. An integer 3 2 is prime-partitionable if and onby if there exists a 
pair ir,, r2) such that r = gcd ( rl, rJ and (r,, r2) is not a circuit-pair. 
mf. Suppose the gcd (r,, r2) is not prime-partitionable. Then for ,111 partitions 
{PI, Pz) of the set P of primes less than gcd (rl, r2) there exist nAtural numbers n, 
and n2 (depending on the partition) such that gcd (n,, pl) = gcd (n2, pJ = 1 for all 
p1~P1,p2~P2. Let P,={p~PI(r~,p)f 1) and let P2=P\PI. Choose YL, and n2 as 
above. We claim that the gcd ( nl, rl) = gcd ( n2, r2) = I. Suppose gcd (~1~‘) rJ # 3 ; 
since n, < gcd (I~, Q), every prime p which divides gcd (n, , rI) is an element of P. 
Since p 1 rl, p E P,. But by ch-ice of n,, gcd (n,, p) = 1. Thus we obtain a con- 
tradiction. Thus gcd (n,, rI) = 1. Similarly gcd (n,, r2) = 1. The other direction is 
clear. 
Note that there exists a circuit-pair (r,, r2) such that r = gcd (rI, r2) is prime- 
partitionable: e.g. (rl, r2) = (48, 112) = (24 l 3, 24 l 7). 
0dkuy 5.5. If gcd (rl, r2) is not prime-portirionable, then C&B C,, has a corn - 
plete E-circuit. 
PropositSo~~ 5.6. rf gcd (ri, rJ - - 1, hn C,,@ C,, doss not kue an E-circuit (~rtd 
hence is not circular). 
Proof. Suppose (al9 u2, . . . , a,,,_) were an E-circuit, in which each e, occurs cx, 2 1 
times i = 1, 2. Then we must h&e cyl =O(r,), a?-O(r?), and ar, +a2 = rIl !. Thus 
We conjecture that alI the dihedrai g&ups are circular. 
I% p is a prime, then p&-t- 1 is easily seen to be not prime-p&tionable; thus 
there are infmitely many integers whi& are not prime-partitionable. More gener- 
ally, suppose p%? . . . , ps are distinct arbitrarily fixed primes. Suppose n is ‘a 
positive’ number v hich &sfies the foElowing property: for every (possibly trivial) 
partition {J J) of the set {1,2, . . . , s} there are non-negative integers {q, ai 1 i E 
I, i E J) so that n can be written as the sum 
(note that if Z = #, then ni EI Ztfi = 1). Then n is not prime-partitionable. It is easy 
to see that the converse also holds. 
The case s = 1 leads to the infinite collection of not prime-partitionable 
numbers of the form p” + 1. For s = II! we are seeking solutions to the Diophantine 
uq oration 
w&-e p1 and p2 are distinct primes. ErdiSs [S] has shown, using results of Mahler 
and Tijdeman, that for a fixed pair of primes p1 and pz and positive a 1 I and 
a 12+ eq. (2) has only a finite number of solutions. For example, if I+ = 2 and 
Pz = 3 there seem to be only the 7 solutions representing the numbers n = 
7, 63,19,25,73,97, and 145 (e.g., !45==l+24~32-=2”-+-34); if p1=3 and pz=II 
there tsenls tG be just 0172 solution representing 364. 
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The case s = 3 leads te the system of Diophantine equati 3ns 
where pl, p?, and p3 are distinct primes. For example, +he integer 31 is rep- 
‘raented by (3) put not by (2): 31==1+2~3=5=2-3-52=22=50+33= 
3” l So+ 2? Thus 31 is not prime-partitionable. We know of no solution to (3) 
with all exponents Uij positive, and we conjecture that there are none. 
Let Sk be the set of all integers which can be represented by (1) for s = k. Then 
S&S,ES3C_* ‘a and S=U(Sk:k=l,2,...) is the set of all numbers which 
are not prime-partitionable. The following two open questions show that almost 
nothing is known about Sk for k 2 2: are all the sets Sk+l \ Sk (k = 1,2, . . .) infinite? 
ia it true that all the sets Sk+l \ Sk (k = 1,2, . . .) are finite and all but a finite number 
crf them are empty? The following proposition suggests tha: S,\ S, may be infinite. 
Pro~sition 7.1. Let x and y be prime powers such that 
for some natural number k. Then 
(In particular we note that a Mersenne prime p = 2q - 1 gives a not: prime- 
partitionable nnmber n, whe,re II = 1 + 2p = 2q + p. For information regarding the 
equation in Proposition 2, see, for example [3].) 
We remark that not all solutions to (2) are obtained from the above proposi- 
tion. A more general version is given by: 
p” = 
q"-1 
pbqd - 1 
for some primes p and 4, and non-negative integers a, b, c. and d, then 
n=1+p”+bqd=pn+q%S2. 
(The case b = 0, d = 1 gives Proposition 7.1.) For instance, the following two 
sclutions of (2) cannot be derived from Proposition ‘?.I * 
y= s5 -1 
203-1 




which gives 64 1 =1+2”5=2’+5? 
Finally, it would be interesting to know something about prime-yarthonable 
num3ers. The first IO prime-partitionable numbers are (16, 2’2, 34, 36, 46. 52, 56, 
64, 66, 70); others are 100, 154, 210, 256 = 28, 512 = 29, 1024 = II”‘, 2048 = 2’ ‘, 
and 16348 = 214. We do not know any example of an odd prime-partihnaMe 
number, nor of an infinite class of prime-partitionable number-. (W. T. ‘Trotter, 
-’ * 
. . 
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